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ABSTRACT This paper seeks to show the increasing use of barter trading as a means of executing transactions in
the informal sector of Zimbabwe, focusing on the Informal Cross Border Traders (ICBT). In the context of this
paper, the term Informal Cross Border Trade, was used to describe the activities of small entrepreneurs who were
involved in buying and selling across national borders. Survey was conducted, and secondary information was
obtained from documentary searches. The paper established evidence of barter trade and that barter trade occurred
as a result of the scarcity of cash, high inflation levels and an unstable exchange rate. Though barter at individual
level was associated with primitive societies in the olden days, the study revealed that barter can develop and persist
in deteriorating economies, which are characterized by cash shortages and unstable currencies, as traders and
consumers sought a stable system to execute transactions.

INTRODUCTION

Barter is the act of trading goods and servic-
es between two or more parties without the use
of money (Investopedia 2016). The Geneva Re-
source Centre in 2010 established that barter
trade and ICBT markets in East African Coun-
tries (EAC) pre dates colonial and post colonial
state boundaries. For this reason, what we see
continues today as ICBT is simply a longstand-
ing indigenous pattern of trade. In this perspec-
tive, ICBT is significantly influenced by simply
a re establishment of the extensive barter trade
and migration of people that were a feature of
economic and social life predating colonization
in EAC. During that primitive era barter trade was
the medium of exchange as there was no estab-
lished monetary system. However, Banerjee and
Maskin (1996), Gumbe and Kaseke (2011) and
Marvasti and Smyth (1998) specified that primary
reasons for international barter are hyperinflation,
trade restrictions, and foreign exchange problems.
This was supported by Kachere (2011) who point-
ed out that the prevailing economic environment
which was characterised by high levels of infla-
tion, unstable exchange rate, scarcity of cash,
and food shortages led to the emergence of bar-
ter trade in Zimbabwe. The Famine Early Warn-
ing Systems Network (FEWS NET), established
that the liquidity crisis in Zimbabwe have result-
ed in increased use of credit and debit cards,

mobile money transfers, electronic transfers, and
some rural households are using barter trade to
acquire food (Famine Early Warning Systems
Network 2018).

This paper primarily focuses on barter in the
informal sector. Bartering benefits individuals,
companies and countries that see a mutual ben-
efit in exchanging goods and services rather than
cash, and it enables those who are lacking hard
currency to obtain goods and services (Investo-
pedia 2016). According to Cresti (2005), there
exist two forms of barter, which is corporate bar-
ter and retail barter. Corporate barter occurs when
companies (kind of brokerage houses) help large
companies to exchange their products; trade
often requires part of the settlement in cash.
Retail barter occurs when networks such as bar-
ter clubs coordinate barter trade among their
members’ predominantly small and medium en-
terprises. While these definitions relate to for-
mal trading, this paper primarily focuses on bar-
ter in the informal sector.

The paper analyses how transactions were
being executed between traders and consumers
in the third and last quarters of 2015 and a com-
parative analysis on reasons for trading is done
using the 2008 survey findings. Section two high-
lights past research which has analysed barter
trading system in some developing countries in
the region. Section four presents findings of the
survey on modes of payments, types of goods
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traded, types of transactions done, during the
third and last quarters of 2015. Section five is
the concluding remarks.

Literature Review

Different currency systems and pricing re-
gimes contributed to the need for bartering in
some regions. For instance, Kararach et al. (2010),
in their occassional paper analysing possible
currency regimes pointed out that, West Afri-
ca’s trade is further complicated by the region’s
multiple currency and pricing regimes, which
raise challenges for managing exchange rates.
However, Randriamaro and Budlender (2008),
referred to this as a resource, arguing that the
differences between the Naira zone and the CFA
Franc zone in currency and prices make trade
attractive between Nigeria and neighbouring
francophone countries. Marphatia et al. (2000)
pointed out that traders respond to complicated
exchange-rate fluctuations by developing bar-
tering arrangements. An example being the bar-
tering of salt for horticultural products such as
potatoes and onions between traders in the Ni-
ger and Burkina Faso.

The Economic Commission for Africa (2010)
established that women involved in trade at the
border zones operate at different scales. There
are a few wholesalers who purchase cloth from
Sinkanse market in northern Togo in large quan-
tities for distribution to retailers in markets in
north eastern Ghana such as Bawku and Bolga-
tanga. Others purchase smaller quantities of cloth
to retail themselves. A third group, mainly the
shea-butter traders, also buy cloth for barter or
outright sale in exchange for agricultural com-
modities in rural markets.

Zimbabwe is one of the few countries in the
world that has experienced devastating economic
meltdown which resulted in one of the highest
rates of inflation in the world. The Zimbabwe
Rural Livelihood Baselines Synthesis Report
(2011) alludes that the economic melt-down in
Zimbabwe was well chronicled, and stunning
statistics summed up the dire situation: seventy
to eighty percent joblessness in the formal sec-
tor in 2005, it rose to about ninety-five percent
in February 2009 when the unity government
was formed, and a forty-nine percent drop in
tourism in one year alone. Bazar (2008) noted
that barter trade is one such tool firms that peo-
ple use in order to deal with difficult economic

and business times. According to the Wikipedia
2016, Zimbabwe experienced the highest monthly
inflation rate in November 2008 and the curren-
cy was the Zimbabwean dollar. The rate was 7.96
× 10¹p  percent, the equivalent daily inflation
rate was 98.01 percent, and the time required for
prices to double was 14.7 hours.

According to Ahamed (2009) in 1923 hyper-
inflation hit Germany and it was so bad that the
country abandoned the currency and introduced
a totally new currency, the Rentenmark, to be
backed not by gold but by land. The bank issu-
ing the new currency was granted a ‘mortgage’
on all agricultural and industrial property, on
which it could impose an annual levy of five
percent, a tax on commercial real estate. Barter-
ing became popular in the 1930s during the Great
Depression and it was used to obtain food and
various other services through groups or be-
tween people who acted similar to banks (Ander-
son 2016). If any items were sold, the owner
would receive credit and the buyer’s account
would be debited.

Zimbabwe’s land mark highest monthly in-
flation rates occurred between 2007 and 2008
(Hanke and Kwok 2009). According to the Wiki-
pedia (2016), by October 2008 Zimbabwe was
mired in hyperinflation with wages falling far
behind inflation. Many people depended on the
informal sector for survival, ICBT being the ma-
jor activity. Through ICBT, people got relief, but
in a country where inflation was so high, it be-
came increasingly difficult to execute transac-
tions as the value of the local currency was liter-
ally changing every minute. To guard against
this galloping rate of inflation, people resorted
to barter trade in order to hedge against infla-
tion. Kachere (2011) reiterated that Barter trade
in Zimbabwe became common as traders ex-
changed goods (especially groceries) for either
livestock or any other assets at hand. The find-
ings further highlighted that traders mentioned
that some landlords were even demanding rent-
als in kind, mostly in the form of groceries from
their tenants.

According to the Zimbabwe Rural Livelihood
Baselines Synthesis Report (2011), another way
households coped locally was by maximizing
their social networks, both giving and receiving
gifts of food and meals during the year. In rural
areas, the barter of goods to a large extent re-
placed cash sales and purchases, while payment
for labour in food was also widespread.
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METHODOLOGY

Survey was conducted to study the increas-
ing use of barter trading as a means of executing
transactions in the informal sector of Zimbabwe,
focusing on the Informal Cross Border Traders.
The paper used the surveys method in which in-
depth personal interviews were conducted. In-
terviews were conducted making use of a ques-
tionnaire. A survey for this study took place
during the third and last quarters of 2015. The
survey focused on men and women who visit
Zimbabwe’s neighbouring countries and any
other as their countries of destination. The trad-
ers were either in Zimbabwe, the country of ori-
gin, or South Africa during the time of interview.
Only Zimbabwean traders were targeted. Data
was collected on types of goods traded, modes
of payment, types of transactions done, and
period in business.

Sampling and Interviewing

Random purposive sampling was used for
choosing informal cross border traders engag-
ing in barter trading. Interviews were conducted
on a random but purposive sample in towns and
rural business centres of South Africa and Zim-
babwe. Traders who go to countries other than
South Africa were interviewed during their stay
in Zimbabwe. Interviews were conducted both
in urban and rural sites, and the population sam-
ple comprised both rural and urban, men and
women dwellers. In the third and last quarters of
2015, 50 interviewees who have been engaged
in ICBT for the past five years or more, and en-
gaged in barter trade, were successfully inter-
viewed through face to face in-depth interviews.

Data Processing and Analysis

The data were processed using the Excel
Package. Responses from interviews and open-
ended questions were summarized and were used
to explain the responses in the closed ended
questions or as justification for some questions
or concepts. The analyses of data closely fol-
lowed the surveys objectives, highlighting types
of goods traded and modes of payment in ICBT
activities. Descriptive statistics and analysis
were used to explain how use of barter trading
as a means of executing transactions is occur-
ring in the informal sector in Zimbabwe.

RESULTS  AND  DISCUSSION

From a sample of 50 interviewees, 30 high-
lighted that they mostly use barter when execut-
ing transaction while 20 indicated they some-
times use barter but in fewer incidences. Inter-
viewees mentioned that barter trade was some-
times practiced in countries of destination where
buyers would offer their used household items
in exchange for goods from Zimbabwe. Howev-
er, it was mentioned that barter was not common
in these countries of destination. Barter trade in
Zimbabwe became common as traders ex-
changed goods for either livestock or any other
assets at hand.

Reasons for engaging in barter trade cited
are unstable exchange rate, non availability of
cash, high level of inflation, and securing goods
for resale. Out of the interviewees who prac-
ticed barter trade, the majority ninety-seven per-
cent of the barter traders sample cited the scar-
city of cash as their reason for practising barter
trade. This was an increase from seventy-one
percent of respondents (2008 survey by Kachere)
who cited scarcity of cash as the reason for en-
gaging in barter, and three percent cited that
they engaged in barter trade in exchange for
goods for resale in countries of destination.
However, in the 2008 survey, twenty percent and
seven percent,  respectively cited high levels of
inflation and an unstable exchange rate, as rea-
sons for engaging in barter trade, and two per-
cent of respondents mentioned that they en-
gaged in barter trade in exchange for goods for
resale in countries of destination (Table 1). For
example, groceries were exchanged for arts and
crafts items. Goods for resale were being secured
through barter, since cash was not available. In
the 2008 survey, the other reason was that it was
difficult to price the items due to high levels of

Table 1: ICBTs’ reasons for engaging in barter trade
(comparative analysis)

Survey Unstable Non High Secure Total
period   exchange avail- levels of goods (%)

rate (%)     ability inflation for
of cash      (%) resale

(%)

2008 7.0 71.0 20.0 2.0 100.0
2015 0.0 97.0 0.0 3.0 100.0

Source: Calculations from 2008 and 2015 surveys
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inflation and a fluctuating exchange rate. Thus
barter was used to execute transactions during
this difficult economic environment. This find-
ing is in line with Anderson (2016), who estab-
lished that bartering became popular in Germa-
ny in the 1930s during the Great Depression,
and it was used to obtain food and various oth-
er services.

 In an unstable economy which is deteriorat-
ing, even the introduction of foreign currency
system may fail to address the situation. For
instance, the introduction and the use of multi-
ple foreign currencies, US dollar being the dom-
inant, into the market in Zimbabwe in 2009
brought little stability as witnessed by the thriv-
ing of barter trading by 2015. This point was
reiterated by the Minister of Finance in Zimba-
bwe in May 2016 when he was quoted mention-
ing that;

“For as long as we import more than we ex-
port, for as long as we are using a currency which
is appreciating when we have neighboring coun-
tries that have currencies which are depreciat-
ing, we become a mopping house. People come
to mop up our US dollars” (The Insider 2016).

This resulted in the dollar being siphoned
out of the system and resulting in cash shortag-
es in the banks, leaving the population, the ma-
jority being the poor and vulnerable, without
the much needed cash to use. This pushed the
people into barter trading as a means to survive
in such a turbulent economic scene. This was
pointed out by Kararach et al. (2010), in their
occassional paper, that West Africa’s trade is
further complicated by the region’s multiple cur-
rency and pricing regimes.

The interviews conducted in the third and
last quarters of 2015, revealed that traders and
consumers are engaging in barter, due to lack of
access to cash since the majority is unemployed,
and shortage of cash in banks due to externali-
sation of cash by those who are importing. They
mentioned that even those receiving remittanc-
es from the diaspora also cited cash shortages
hindering them from accessing those monies,
hence leading them into barter trading.

CONCLUSION

From a theoretical perspective, the transact-
ing public is not concerned about whether the
currency in use is local or not as long it performs

its functions as a store of value, medium of ex-
change, unit of account and is readily available.
These functions are not restricted to money only
as they can also be fulfilled by other commodi-
ties. Examples include exchange done on barter
terms; storing value in terms of assets such as
real estate, livestock, and precious minerals;
using units of commodities such as ounces of
gold, units of livestock as reference points for
measuring value or as a unit of account. During
turbulent times the transacting public loose con-
fidence in the currency system and may resort
to barter.

RECOMMENDATIONS

For money to perform its functions, it must
be acceptable, trustworthy, have well defined
rules governing its use as well as being more
convenient than the other mediums, and the
economy needs to be well functioning. In the
absence of these, barter system always strives.
Policy recommendations in this case would en-
courage governments to implement political,
monetary, and economic policies which are con-
ducive for growth and stability.
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